EQUIPMENT
FOR GW CELL
PRODUCTION

...for PERC, TOPCon, HJT,
Tandem Perovskite & More
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SINGULUS TECHNOLOGIES
Ready for GW Production

Innovative Technology for Photovoltaics
SINGULUS TECHNOLOGIES develops innovative
machines and systems for efficient and resourcefriendly production processes, taking advantage
of its existing core technologies including vacuum
thin-film coating, surface engineering, wetchemical and thermal processes as well as
automation and process control. The company
offers machines worldwide in the market sectors
solar, semiconductors, medical technology,
consumer goods and data storage.
A carbon neutral energy system is one of the
biggest challenges in the world. Solar power
is at the forefront of being one important pillar

for sustainable energy supply. Highly efficient
photovoltaic cells will pave the road to this
destination. Modern storage and battery
technologies will sharply increase the use of
environmentally friendly energy.
SINGULUS TECHNOLOGIES production equipment
follows the requirements of the latest PV cell
processes, high throughput, low material and
media consumption, thus enabling to improve cell
efficiency, to save energy and raw materials and
to reduce manufacturing costs for highly efficient
solar cells.
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New Cell Concepts
To transfer new, highly efficient solar cell concepts
like PERC, Topcon, HJT, IBC, passivated contacts,
and tandem cells successfully into industrial mass
production, requires reliable machines covering
the following process steps:

» Specific thermal processes to achieve optimum

» PVD vacuum thin-film coating (sputtering and

The modular platforms GENERIS for PVD & PECVD
as well as the new SILEX platform are continuously
improved and adapted to the specific requirements
of existing and future crystalline silicon solar
cell concepts.

evaporation)
» CVD vacuum thin-film coating (PECVD)
» Wet chemical processes

CRYSTALLINE
HETEROJUNCTION
TECHNOLOGY (HJT/SHJ)

SOLAR CELLS WITH
PASSIVATED POLYSILICON CONTACTS
(E.G. TOPCON, POLO)

IBC SOLAR CELLS

TANDEM SOLAR
CELLS COMPRISING
PEROVSKITE TOP CELL

layer properties
» A combination of vacuum, wet chemical, and
thermal process technologies for the fabrication
of tandem solar cells
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GENERIS PVD
Inline Sputtering System for High-Performance Solar Cells

GENERIS PVD Sputtering System
The SINGULUS TECHNOLOGIES GENERIS PVD
system has been especially designed for very
thin substrates.
Numerous SINGULUS TECHNOLOGIES vacuum
sputtering machines are in operation in the
solar industry, where SINGULUS TECHNOLOGIES
provides the GENERIS PVD as a high throughput
inline sputtering system platform with horizontal
substrate transport. The GENERIS PVD ideally
meets the key requirements of the heterojunction
cell technology with respect to sophisticated
transparent conductive oxide layers (TCO) such as
ITO (Indium Tin Oxide) and AZO (Aluminum doped
Zinc Oxide). The solar cells are automatically
transported through the process chambers of the
GENERIS PVD, following the inline principle and
applying coatings on both sides. The sputtering
system safeguards a high level of layer thickness
uniformity with high layer reproducibility, high
productivity and at the same time very low
operating expenses (OPEX).

With the latest system generation GENERIS PVD
10000, SINGULUS TECHNOLOGIES can assure
capacities up to 10,000 wafers per hour leading
to an annual equipment output of about 500 MW.
There are further savings due to the smaller
footprint of the equipment and related smaller
building and cleanroom space requirements.
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The Modularity of the GENERIS PVD System Allows a High Degree of Flexibility

GENERIS Lab
LOADING
UNLOADING

LOAD
TMP PROCESS 1 TMP PROCESS
2 1TMP
PROCESS
CHAMBER

EXTENSION
CHAMBER

GENERIS PVD 3000
LOADING
UNLOADING

LOAD
CHAMBER

BUFFER
CHAMBER

EXTENSION
CHAMBER

TMP PROCESS 1 TMP

GAS
TMP PROCESS 2 TMP
SEPARATION

LOAD
CHAMBER

BUFFER
CHAMBER

EXTENSION
CHAMBER

TMP PROCESS 1 TMP PROCESS 2 TMP

EXTENSION
CHAMBER

LOAD
CHAMBER

LIFT

GENERIS PVD 6800
LOADING
UNLOADING

GAS
TMP PROCESS 3 TMP PROCESS 4 TMP
SEPARATION

EXTENSION
CHAMBER

BUFFER
CHAMBER

LOAD
CHAMBER

LIFT

GENERIS PVD 10000
LOADING
UNLOADING

LOAD CHAMBER

BUFFER CHAMBER

EXTENSION CHAMBER

TMP PROCESS 1 TMP PROCESS 2 TMP

GAS
TMP PROCESS 3 TMP PROCESS 4 TMP PROCESS 5 TMP
SEPARATION

EXTENSION CHAMBER

BUFFER CHAMBER

LOAD CHAMBER

LIFT

The dual-sided processes of the GENERIS PVD
require wafer handling resulting in reduced
wafer breakage, wafer damage and wafer marks.
SINGULUS TECHNOLOGIES takes advantage of
in-house magnetron development, simulation and
optimization of different sputtering processes and
in-house components and processes developed
using state-of-the-art sputtering lab equipment
at SINGULUS TECHNOLOGIES R&D center. Newly
developed processes can be directly adapted to
the GENERIS PVD mass production platform.

» Available in 4 versions:
Ű GENERIS LAB
Ű GENERIS PVD 3000 for approx. 3,000 wph (M6)
Ű GENERIS PVD 6800 for approx. 6,800 wph (M6)
Ű GENERIS PVD 10000 for approx. 10,000 wph (M6)
» Wafer size: M2 - M12+
» Carrier loading area: 1,400 mm x 1,600 / 2,000 mm
» Typical tact time: 40 - 75 s per carrier
» Parallel processing of substrates (e.g. display,

TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

»

»

» Sputtering materials: TCO and other reactivly
sputtered layers: ITO, AZO, NiO, TiO2 and
metallic layers: Ag, Cu, Cr, Mo, Ni and more
» Typical applications include anti-reflection
layers, barrier layers, electrical contacting or
insulating layers

»
»
»
»
»
»
»

glass, Si wafers) via carrier tray
High-speed automatization for carrier tray
loading and unloading (single or double side)
Top-down and bottom-up sputtering
configurable – dual side sputtering without
vacuum breakage
Full substrate temperature control
Low cost of ownership and high uptime
Sputter sequence configurable
Rotatable cylindrical magnetrons
Highest utilization of target material
Carrier return system (CRS) underneath
of machine
Vacuum base pressure: ‹ 1 x 10-6 mbar, typical
process pressure: 1 - 10 x10-3 mbar
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GENERIS PECVD
Inline Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition System

GENERIS PECVD System
INLINE PECVD SYSTEM FOR AlO x AND
SiN y DEPOSITION ON PERC SOLAR CELLS
AS WELL AS A-SI / POLY-SI FOR TOPCON
AND HJT

Plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition
(PECVD) has been utilized and continuously
developed at SINGULUS TECHNOLOGIES for
close to 20 years ranging from plasma source
design to process and layer stack development
for protective, optical and electronically active
applications. For many years, SINGULUS
TECHNOLOGIES has focused its PECVD
development program to high-rate inline
deposition of passivation, anti-reflective and
semiconducting layers to enhance the efficiency
of crystalline silicon photovoltaic cells.
SINGULUS TECHNOLOGIES employs inductively
coupled plasma (ICP) sources for inline PECVD
coating applications. ICP is a method that
offers a high electron and activation density in
conjunction with low ion energy, which allows
very high deposition rates over a large width and
extraordinary layer quality with wide process
windows at low substrate damage. Therefore,
ICP plasma sources are ideally suitable for
high-rate and low-damage mass production of
electronic devices like solar cells. SINGULUS
TECHNOLOGIES has developed a new, large-scale
linear plasma source based on this technology.

SINGULUS TECHNOLOGIES has already delivered
systems for the deposition of functional layers for
the production of gallium arsenide (GaAs) photovoltaic cells. The PECVD coating step is a crucial
quality factor for GaAs solar cells that are renowned
to achieve very high efficiency in excess of 35 % in
multi-junction setup and that are used in space
applications for the power generation of satellites.
The GENERIS PECVD system is a modular
horizontal inline tool designed for the special
needs in mass production of state-of-the-art
crystalline silicon solar cells with highest
efficiencies, such as passivated emitter and rear
cells (PERC) and cells with passivated contacts
(e.g. TOPCon, POLO). PERC solar cells are coated
on both sides with dielectric passivation layers.
Rear side passivation is achieved by deposition of
a thin aluminum oxide (AlOx) layer capped by
hydrogen rich silicon nitride (SiNx:H). On the front
side, a layer of SiNx:H serves as both, passivation
and anti-reflective coating (ARC). The system is
ideally suited for cost effective mass production
with high throughput, high uptime, short cleaning
interruptions and maximum utilization of raw
materials. The substrate temperature is fully
controlled during the whole process, which enables
optimum layer performance at temperatures in
the order of 350 °C for PERC cells. The thermal
properties can be adapted in a wide range for
other layer stacks and applications. SINGULUS
TECHNOLOGIES carriers allow single side
deposition with close to zero wrap-around.

Especially the first configuration in which all
PECVD layers are deposited in one tool represent
a cost attractive, highly productive and straight
forward production solution.
The GENERIS PECVD allows for deposition on both
sides of the wafer without vacuum interruption.
The application of both processes AlOx and SiNx
is realized in one common system with help of a
gas separation chamber. Thus, GENERIS PECVD
can be configured to individual needs:

» AlOx + SiNx on the rear and SiNx on the front
»
»
»

»

for complete passivation of PERC and other
cell types
AlOx + SiNx for PERC rear side or n-PERT front
side passivation
SiNx on front and/or rear for anti-reflective or
capping layer only
SiOx or SiNx as passivation and/or masking
layers for interdigitated back contact cells (IBC)
and comparable applications
Silicon and/or aluminum based oxidic or
nitridic protection or intermediate layers for
next generation and tandem cell structures

For the future, beyond the scope of silicon and
aluminum based dielectric layers, GENERIS PECVD
is already prepared for single-side deposition of
doped amorphous and polycrystalline silicon
layers for passivating contacts. High-rate inline
deposition of these conductive semiconductor
structures without wrap-around allows future
industrial mass production of more advanced and
ultra-high efficient cell architectures like TOPCon,
POLO-BJ and tandem solar cells.
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SILEX III
Automated Wet Processing System for Texturing
and Cleaning of Solar Cells

SILEX III Batch Wet Processing Equipment
SINGULUS TECHNOLOGIES provides complete
automated dry-in/dry-out solutions for wetchemical treatments of Si-wafers in standard
and high-efficiency cell lines. The recently
introduced modular SILEX III batch system
offers a wide range of process options. With
respect to highest flexibility in configuration,
the SILEX III machine is characterized by a
clear modular design and a compact footprint.
The SILEX III was specially designed for larger
production volumes. With this mass production
system, which can archive up to 750 MW annual
capacity, all wet chemical applications (batch) at
the PERC, TOPCon and HJT cell concepts can be
covered.The SILEX III system achieves an output
starting from 6,000 up to 14,000 wph (gross).

SILEX III

High Throughput Batch
Wet Processing System
for Heterojunction Cells
with a Capacity of up to
14,000 wph

The SILEX III ALTEX machine is designed to apply
IPA-free texturing processes, offering substantial
cost advantages compared to traditional etching
systems. This texturing process can be adjusted
to the individual requirements of standard and
advanced cell technologies.
The SILEX III CLEANTEX combines common
etching and cleaning steps of monocrystalline Si
with advanced cleaning and conditioning processes.
Efficient cleaning steps are an indispensable
requirement to improve cell efficiencies and reduce
operation costs. Ozone-based cleaning operations,
applied on SILEX III wet bench, combine efficient
organic and metal removal with an appropriate
surface conditioning. Due to low chemical costs
and consumption, simple process control and
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Common and Advanced Process Applications

→ Organic Cleaning
→ Metal Cleaning
→ Surface Conditioning
→ Cascade Overflow

CLEANING

→ Spray System
→ Combination Rinse

RINSE

ETCHING

DRY

→ Hot/Cold Water Treatment
→ Hot Air, N2 Drying
→ Alkaline Texturing
→ Chemical Polishing/Thinning
→ Metal and Oxide Etch

high metal removal efficiency, ozonized cleaning
baths are the perfect substitute for traditional,
expensive multi-step RCA cleanings, known from
the solar and semiconductor industry.
The SILEX III CLEAN is provided to run dedicated
cleaning sequences for pre- or post-deposition
processes. Depending on cell process flow and
requirement the configuration can be designed
individually, involving RCA or Ozone based cleanings
as well as slight etching steps.

TYPICAL FEATURES

» High throughput 6,000-14,000 wph gross;
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

wafer size: M2 - M12+
High uptime
Low breakage rate
Ozone-enhanced cleaning & etching
Short and stable IPA-free texturing process
Appropriate and effective rinsing and drying
Individual, flexible process sequencing
Onboard scheduler software for throughput
tuning
Onboard performance analyzer software
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Turn-Key Solutions for PERC, TOPCon and HJT Solar
SINGULUS TECHNOLOGIES is the Full Solution Provider for Cell and Module Lines

SINGULUS TECHNOLOGIES System Business
» Greenfield or existing building integrated turn-key solutions for PERC, TOPCon
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

or HJT solar cell and module lines
Full service provider – One contract, one general contractor
Technology analyses for investment decisions
Business case creation support (technical due diligence, risk assessment and furthers)
Comprehensive engineering services for equipment-, automatization- and overall fab planning,
including facility- and utility structure
Project Management (technical & commercial)
Consulting/Support on building related questions (for line integration)
Equipment move-in, installation and production line interconnection
Process transfer, line ramp-up and production line hand-over
Long-term process services, to provide process- and product technology roadmap for increase
of cell efficiency and module power
Partnership with well-established solar institute for up-to-date product and process development
Support on building related tasks
Training of staff
Supply of state-of-the-art equipment, fab engineering, technical and commercial project
management and process know-how transfer

1
3
2
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Cell and Module Lines
from Design to Mass Production

Typical Setup for a HJT Cell Production
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Wafer loading and wafer inspection
Wet processing: SILEX III production equipment
PECVD line: GENERIS PECVD production equipment
Sputtering line: GENERIS PVD production equipment
Metallization line

5
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Subsidiaries
Offices

Headquarters
SINGULUS TECHNOLOGIES AG
Hanauer Landstrasse 103
63796 Kahl, Germany
Tel. +49 6188 440-0
Fax +49 6188 440-1130
sales@singulus.de
www.singulus.de
Subsidiaries

SINGULUS TECHNOLOGIES
Guangzhou Office
Room 539, 5F Block B
Nanlong Commercial Center
Dalong No.31 Shilian Road, Panyu
Guangzhou 511450
Tel. +86 13822138376
greens.pan@singulus.com.cn
France
SINGULUS TECHNOLOGIES
FRANCE S.A.R.L.
Tel. +33 3 8931 1129
laurent.ferrer@singulus.fr

THIN FILM
DEPOSITION

South America
SINGULUS TECHNOLOGIES
LATIN AMERICA LTDA.
Tel. +55 1121 6524-10
sales@singulus.com.br
Southeast Asia
SINGULUS TECHNOLOGIES
ASIA PACIFIC PTE LTD.
Tel. +65 67411912
sales@singulus.com.sg
Taipeh Office
SINGULUS TECHNOLOGIES
TAIWAN LTD.
Tel. +886 2 8692 6996
sales@singulus.com.tw
North America
SINGULUS TECHNOLOGIES INC.
Tel. +1 860 683 8000
sales@singulus.com

SURFACE
ENGINEERING

THERMAL
PROCESSING

WET
CHEMICAL

SINGULUS TECHNOLOGIES - Thin-Film Coating and Surface Treatment
SINGULUS TECHNOLOGIES develops and assembles innovative machines and
systems for efficient thin-film coating and surface treatment processes, which
are used worldwide in the Photovoltaics, Semiconductor, Medical Technology,
Packaging, Glass & Automotive as well as Battery & Hydrogen markets.
The company’s core competencies include various processes of coating technology,
surface treatment as well as wet-chemical and thermal production processes.
SINGULUS TECHNOLOGIES sees sustainability as an opportunity to position
itself with innovative products. In the focus are:

» Environmental awareness
» Efficient use of resources
» Avoidance of unnecessary CO₂ pollution
SINGULUS TECHNOLOGIES attaches great importance to responsible and
sustainable corporate governance.
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China
SINGULUS TECHNOLOGIES
(SHANGHAI) Co. Ltd.
Room B412-413
No. 1400 Jiangchang Road
Jingan District, Shanghai
Zip Code: 200072
Tel. +86 21 61073997
greens.pan@singulus.com.cn

